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The Fragments of a Middle English 
Melusyne Edition: Some Further Clues
LYDIA ZELDENRUST
A recent volume of this journal featured a fascinating contribution by 
Tania M. Colwell, in which she describes a group of printed fragments of a 
Middle English prose Melusyne found in the Bodleian Library in Oxford.1 
Six fragments of an edition printed in folio format survive, the various folios 
having been brought together after they were scattered among the Bodle-
ians collections.2 These fragments have long remained relatively unknown 
to scholars, although they are listed in a number of catalogues, including 
the Short Title Catalogue (STC 14648) and the Universal Short Title Cata-
logue (USTC 501139).3 The printed fragments are also rarely mentioned 
alongside the two better-known surviving manuscript versions of the Eng-
lish Melusine and Romans de Partenay, translations that each go back to a 
EJġFSFOU'SFODIFYFNQMBS4$PMXFMMJTUIFÜSTUUPDPOTJEFSBMMTJYTVSWJWJOH
printed fragments together, and she not only gives a thorough description 
of their stylistic, linguistic, and iconographical features, but she also makes 
crucial observations on the likelihood that this prose edition was printed by 
Wynkyn de Worde around 1510.
Colwells note on these fragments also raises several interesting follow-
up questions. One further avenue of inquiry in particular immediately reso-
nated with me: that of the relationship between the English prose edition 
and the various Mélusine JODVOBCVMBBOEFBSMZÜGUFFOUIDFOUVSZFEJUJPOT
that appeared on the Continent. During my recent research on the various 
Western European translations of this romance, I have uncovered some 
additional information about the English fragments that highlights their 
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DPOOFDUJPOXJUI&VSPQFBOCPPLQSPEVDUJPOBOEUSBEFOFUXPSLT4VDIÜOE-
ings not only illustrate how many early Mélusine printersincluding de 
8PSEFCFOFÜUFEGSPNDSPTTDVMUVSBMDPOOFDUJPOTBOEFYDIBOHFTJOUIF
production of their books, but they may also have important implications 
in terms of the dating and potential source of the prose edition. This note, 
UIFOPġFSTBDPNQMFNFOUUP$PMXFMMTQSPWJEJOHGVSUIFSDMVFTJOUIFNZT-
tery of the Melusyne fragments.
Since Colwells description of the fragments is so detailed, it will suf-
ÜDFUPHJWFPOMZBCSJFGJOUSPEVDUJPOIFSFCFGPSFUVSOJOHUPUIFTFBEEJUJPOBM
clues. The six surviving Melusyne fragments are now found in a guard-book 
under the Bodleians shelfmark Vet. A1 d.18. Each of these paper fragments 
has been cropped, although the degree of resizing varies per folio.5 The text 
PGUIFSPNBODFJTBSSBOHFEJOUXPDPMVNOTBOEUIFEJġFSFOUFQJTPEFTBSF
introduced by separate headings. Those headings that are still complete have 
CFFOOVNCFSFEUIFZSVOGSPNDIBQUFSMWJUPMYYJJJCVUUIFSFBSFTJHOJÜDBOU
textual lacunae. The text of the fragments describes events found toward the 
end of the romance, around the key moment when Mélusines great secret
that she becomes a half-serpent once a weekhas been revealed, and she 
is forced to depart her family and her home. Fragment 1 begins at the point 
JOUIFOBSSBUJWFXIFSF.FMVTJOFTTPO(FġSBZ(SFBU5PPUICBUUMFTUIFHJBOU
(VFEPOBOEGSBHNFOUFOETXJUI(FġSBZTWJTJUUPIJTGBUIFS3BZNPOEJO
who has become a hermit at Montserrat. The fragments also feature a total 
of four woodcuts, which illustrate scenes from the accompanying text. Most 
of the woodcuts have been cropped along with the rest of the folio; only the 
image on fragment 1r remains intact.
There is no surviving title page, and none of the fragments bears a colo-
phon or any other printing marks, which means we cannot be entirely certain 
of the exact date of this edition nor of the identity of the printer. However, as 
Colwell shows, it is highly likely that the edition was published by de Worde, 
as the printing of the Melusyne romance would have been consistent with 
his output after 1500, both in terms of genre and of the editions production 
and stylistic features.6 I agree with Colwell that de Worde is the most likely 
DBOEJEBUF)PXFWFS*IBWFCFFOVOBCMFUPÜOEBOZDPODSFUFFWJEFODFBTUP
XIZUIJTFEJUJPOJTUIPVHIUUPIBWFCFFOQSJOUFETQFDJÜDBMMZJO"GUFS
puzzling together various comments made by Robert Nolan, who is one 
PGUIFÜSTUUPEJTDVTTUIFTFGSBHNFOUTJOIJTVOQVCMJTIFEEPDUPSBMUIFTJTJU
BQQFBSTUIBUUIF#PEMFJBO-JCSBSZTDBUBMPHVFÜSTUEBUFEUIFGSBHNFOUTUP
1510.7 This date then led Nolan to postulate that de Worde must have been 
the printer, an idea that was then copied by other scholars. I have been in 
contact with librarians at the Bodleians Rare Books collection in an attempt 
UPUSBDLEPXOUIFTQFDJÜDKVTUJÜDBUJPOTGPSUIJTEBUF)PXFWFSUIFPSJHJOBM
catalogue slips give no details as to whether the dating of this edition is based 
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on, for instance, type or deterioration of woodcuts. In fact, the edition was 
given a more cautious date of c. 1510 in the original paper catalogue, but 
somehow this became 1510 exactly when the records were transferred to 
the digital catalogue and the STC.8
It is tempting to suppose that this dating was based on the partial water-
mark found on fragment 1. The mark is rather unclear and is also found in 
the middle of a woodcut. Colwell notes that the mark resembles horns or 
the vertical spokes of a crown, but I would say that it bears a closer resem-
blance to those listed as monts, or mountains, by Charles-Moïse Briquet, 
in which case it is upside down.9 However, it must be said that one could also 
JNBHJOFUIBUUIJTJTBNBSLEFQJDUJOHBÝPXFSBMFBGPSFWFOBTUBSUIFSF
JTTJNQMZOPUFOPVHIMFGUPGUIFXBUFSNBSLUPCFBCMFUPNBLFBOZEFÜOJUF
claims about what it might represent, let alone about the dating of the paper. 
Colwells discussion of the type used for the body of the text and for the head-
JOHTBMTPEPFTOPUHJWFVTBWFSZTQFDJÜDSBOHFPGEBUFT10 With such a lack of 
concrete evidence, it would be sensible to remain skeptical of this 1510 date, 
especially when trying to determine the possible source of this translation.
5IFSFJTBMNPTUDFSUBJOMZBOBĤMJBUJPOCFUXFFOUIFUFYUPGUIFGSBHNFOUT
and that of the only known manuscript of an English prose Melusine
London, British Library, Royal, 18. B. II. This translation is based on the 
text of a printed edition of Jean dArrass Middle French Mélusine ou la noble 
histoire de Lusignan, most likely that of the editio princeps published by Adam 
Steinschaber in Geneva in 1478.11 According to Nolan, although the text of 
the fragments is reduced by a quarter of its original size and is divided into 
a larger number of chapters, the fragments are so similar to the prose manu-
script that they must represent an abridged version.12 Carol Meale also com-
ments on the many similarities between the manuscript and the fragments, 
but she argues that it is possible too that they represent separate translations 
that go back to a common exemplar.13 Nonetheless, both scholars agree that 
the manuscriptusually dated to around 1500was not copied from the 
printed text.14 Naturally, the uncertainty surrounding the exact date of this 
edition is not a very helpful factor in trying to determine whether there is 
only one or if there are two English prose Melusine translations.
It is not my intention here to examine the exact relationship between 
the edition and the prose manuscript, although it is worth noting that a close 
examination of their philological relationship is severely complicated by the 
fragmented state of the prose edition. Instead, I am interested in the con-
nections with editions printed on the Continent, and how such connections 
might help us track down the French source text. Crucially, although the 
prose translation is almost certainly based on the text of Steinschabers editio 
princeps, this does not necessarily mean that the translator worked directly 
from an exemplar of this edition. This is because Steinschabers text was 
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copiedwith very few minor orthographical adjustmentsin several later 
MélusineJODVOBCVMBBOEFBSMZÜGUFFOUIDFOUVSZFEJUJPOT15 Colwell already 
touches on this when she rightly points out that most of the commonalities 
between the manuscript and the editionas noted by Nolan and Meale
SFÝFDUGFBUVSFTGPVOEJOBMM'SFODIMélusine editions printed before 1517.16 
In fact, later printers made such extensive reuse of Steinschabers text, layout, 
and chapter divisions that it is entirely possible that this text was mediated 
through a later edition. This means that we are looking at a much larger 
number of possible source texts than previously thought.
At this point, I want to draw attention to a hitherto neglected link with 
the French Mélusine edition printed by Martin Husz in Lyon sometime 
after 1479. In describing the only surviving copy of Huszs Mélusine edition, 
Arthur Rau notes that it was found in England soon after this edition was 
printed.17 Rau adds that this particular copy of Huszs edition can also be 
linked to a London workshop printing for William Caxton, and he even sug-
gests that it may have been among the books Caxton imported to England in 
1488.18 Rau bases his comments on the copys binding, noting that the plates 
are similar to those attributed to the man now known as the Caxton binder. 
More recent research has shown that this binder worked for both Caxton 
and his successor de Worde, and that the known examples of manuscripts 
and books he covered date from around 1477 to 1511.19 I have been unable 
to view the original binding myself, but if this copy indeed belongs to one 
of the groups of bindings that came from Caxtons bindery, then this raises 
a number of interesting questions.
For a start, although Rau does not comment on any connections with 
the English version, his observations open up the possibility that Martin 
Huszs edition is the source of the English prose translation. Huszs edition 
is the second earliest known edition of this romance in French, and it copies 
4UFJOTDIBCFSTUFYUXJUIPOMZTPNFNJOPSEJġFSFODFTJOPSUIPHSBQIZ4P
could this be the common exemplar postulated by Meale? Alternatively, 
if we follow Nolans argument that the edition is an abridgement, is this 
the source of the translation found in the prose manuscript? If the latter is 
true, could it be that Huszs edition was brought to the printing workshop 
not as a model for the translator, but to serve as a guide in setting the prose 
translation to print?
Such questions of course depend on when exactly this copy was found 
in a London workshop, and on who might have ordered it and why. It is 
tempting, though, to wonder whether, if the copy was there in the late 1480s 
or early 1490s, its presence might indicate that there was an earlier English 
Melusyne edition, perhaps even printed by Caxton. If this surviving edition is 
POFPGEF8PSEFTNBOZSFQSJOUTPGXPSLTÜSTUQSJOUFECZIJTGPSNFSNBTUFS
then this might explain why the prose Melusyne is in folioa format favored 
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by Caxtonwhile most of the romances newly printed by de Worde were 
in quarto format.20 However, it is equally possible that the copy of Huszs 
edition was brought to London at a later stage, and that it was de Worde 
who made use of his connections with French printers and booksellers in 
order to obtain it. After all, we know that de Worde imported quite a large 
number of bookshe is on record for having imported at least twenty-nine 
shipments between 1503 and 1531many of which came from presses in 
cities like Paris and Lyon.21 Of course, it could also be that this copy was 
JNQPSUFEBOETFOUUPUIFCJOEFSZCZTPNFPOFFMTFFOUJSFMZ*UJTEJĤDVMUUP
QSPWJEFBEFÜOJUJWFBOTXFSXIFOTUJMMTPMJUUMFJTLOPXOBCPVUUIFQSJOUFE
fragments, or about the exact history of this particular copy of Huszs edi-
tion, but the possible link with a London workshop certainly is intriguing.
This connection becomes even more interesting when we consider that 
there is undoubtedly an iconographical link here, as there are some striking 
similarities between the woodcuts that illustrate the Melusyne fragments 
and the images of Huszs edition. Colwell already observes that some of the 
English cuts share features in common with images found in French Mélusine 
incunabula, and with the group of incunabula printed in Lyon in particular.22 
This group includes the edition printed by Husz. Colwell highlights that the 
XPPEDVUPOGSBHNFOUWJOQBSUJDVMBSXIJDIEFQJDUT.FMVTJOFTTPO(FġSBZ
entering a cave in pursuit of a giant, bears a much closer resemblance to that 
depicting the same scene in the editions printed in Lyon than the woodcut 
found in Steinschabers edition.
To this I want to add another example: as I have noted elsewhere, it is 
possible that the heavily damaged woodcut on fragment 3v also shows a 
similar scene to that found in the Lyon editions.23"MUIPVHIJUJTEJĤDVMUUP
NBLFBOZEFÜOJUJWFDMBJNTBCPVUUIFTNBMMTUSJQUIBUSFNBJOTGSPNXIBUJT
left of the surrounding text it can be gleaned that this image accompanies 
the scene where Melusine is about to depart the human world and trans-
form into a serpent. The placement of this cut makes it likely that it depicts 
Melusines metamorphosis, as the transformation image is typically found 
before the description of Mélusines parting words in the French editions 
too. Furthermore, the woodcut is found underneath a heading with the re-
NBJOJOHXPSETi	w
FPGBTFSQFOUu24 The components discernible in what 
is left of this imagepart of a building, rocks, a tree, and what might be a 
bent armmatch features also found in the transformation woodcuts of 
the Lyon editions. Such iconographical links strengthen the possibility that 
Huszs edition was used as a model for the English edition, if not for the text 
of the translation then at least for some of its illustrations.
However, there are a few crucial factors that complicate such attempts 
BUUSBDJOHUIFDSPTTDVMUVSBMJOÝVFODFTBNPOHUIFJNBHFTPGFBSMZMélusine 
editions. For a start, Martin Huszs edition is itself already a product of a 
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cross-cultural exchange: its images are derived from a set of woodblocks 
originally designed to illustrate the editio princeps of the German Melusine 
translation, printed by Bernhard Richel in Basel between 1473 and 1474.25 
Colwell notes that the images of the incunabula printed in Lyon were closely 
modeled on the woodcuts of Richels edition, but they are in fact derived 
from the exact same woodblocks.264PNFGVSUIFSNPEJÜDBUJPOTNVTUCF
made: there are not three Lyon incunabula but four, and the edition printed 
in 1493 was published not by Martin but by Matthias (or Mathieu) Husz.27 
The Lyon editions printed by Martin Husz after 1479, by Gaspard Ortuin 
and Pierre Boutellier (or Schenck) around 1485, by Guillaume Le Roy 
around 1487, and by Matthias Husz are often referred to as a group because 
they are virtually identical in text, layout, and illustration.28 It is likely that 
.BSUJO)VT[XBTUIFQFSTPOXIPÜSTUPCUBJOFE3JDIFMTXPPECMPDLTBTXF
know that he worked as an apprentice in Basel and that he acquired some 
of Richels printing materials in 1476.29 He then came to Lyon and worked 
there as a printer from 1477 to circa 1481. Richels woodblocks were reused 
again for subsequent Mélusine incunabula printed in Lyon, although in Mat-
thias Huszs 1493 edition Richels images are mixed with smaller copies and 
woodcuts derived from other editions, possibly because the original blocks 
had become damaged from constant reuse.30
5IFTUPSZUIFOCFDPNFTFWFONPSFDPNQMJDBUFEBTUIFJOÝVFODFPG
Richels iconography is not limited to the Lyon editions alone. Richels 
woodblocks were also used to illustrate the earliest known edition of the 
Castilian translation, the Historia de la linda Melosina, printed by Juan Parix 
and Estevan Cleblat in 1489.31 Parix and Cleblat borrowed almost the entire 
set of woodblocks from printers in Lyon, and the blocks were sent back af-
terwards to be reused again for Mathias Huszs edition.32 Aside from these 
instances of actual reuse of the same woodblocks, there are also a great 
number of early Mélusine editions whose iconography is modeled on that 
of Richels edition. In fact, it would be too much to describe here the full 
extent to which Richels images had an impact on the iconographies of edi-
tions printed in various languages.334VĤDFUPTBZUIBUCFDBVTFPGQSJOUFST
frequent image copying and reuse, the illustrations in most Mélusine incu-
nabulaand some editions printed shortly after 1500can in some way 
CFUSBDFECBDLUP3JDIFMTJNBHFTNBLJOHJUEJĤDVMUUPQJOQPJOUBOZEJSFDU
iconographical links between the various early printed versions. To give an 
example, although it is true that some of the English Melusyne woodcuts 
match the composition of the woodcuts of the Lyon editions, they are also 
very similar to the woodcuts of the edition printed by Pierre le Caron in 
Paris after February 1498, and those of the second Parisian edition printed 
by Thomas du Guernier around 1503. This is because the images of these 
editions can also be traced back to Richels: le Carons woodcuts are copied 
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after those of Matthias Huszs editionwhich were derived directly or indi-
rectly from Richels woodblocksand le Carons images were then in turn 
copied in du Guerniers edition.34
This makes it rather confusing to try to narrow down the possible source 
or model for the English Melusyne images, especially when there are only 
four woodcuts left, most of which are incomplete. The problem also lies in 
EFÜOJOHXIFOBDMPTFSFTFNCMBODFCFUXFFOJNBHFTHJWFTVTFOPVHIQSPPG
UPDMBJNBEJSFDUMJOFPGJOÝVFODF)PXFWFSEFTQJUFTVDISFTFSWBUJPOT*IBWF
found one very clear link between a Melusyne woodcut and an illustration 
that appears in at least one French Mélusine edition. It concerns the image 
on fragment 4r, which has been cropped at about a quarter from the top. 
8FDBOTUJMMTFFUIBUJUEFQJDUTUXPBSNPSFEÜHVSFTSBJTJOHUIFJSBSNTBTJG
UIFZBSFBCPVUUPTUSJLFFBDIPUIFS5IFÜHVSFPOUIFSJHIUJTMBSHFSUIBOUIF
POFPOUIFMFGUBOEBMUIPVHIJUJTKVTUQPTTJCMFUPUFMMUIBUUIFÜHVSFPOUIF
MFGUJTXFBSJOHBIFMNFUXFDBOOPMPOHFSTFFUIFIFBETPGUIFTFÜHVSFTPS
any weapons they might be holding. Behind the person on the left is a castle 
XBMM5IJTXPPEDVUJTGPVOEBMPOHTJEFBQBTTBHFEFTDSJCJOH(FġSBZTCBUUMF
XJUIUIFHJBOU(SZNBVMEGPSXIJDIJUNBLFTBÜUUJOHJMMVTUSBUJPODPOTJEFS-
JOHUIFIFJHIUEJġFSFODFCFUXFFOUIFTFÜHVSFT
There is a particularly close resemblance between this image and a 
woodcut illustrating the same episode in a Mélusine edition printed by Jean 
II Trepperel in Paris sometime between 1527 and 1532.35 The woodcut in 
Trepperels edition is still intact, and it clearly shows that the man on the 
right is much larger than the one on the left, which would identify him as the 
HJBOU(FPġSPZJTIPMEJOHBTXPSEBOEUIFHJBOUSBJTFTBTDJNJUBSXIJMFJO
UIFUPQMFGUDPSOFSPGUIFJNBHFXFTFFUXPÜHVSFTMPPLJOHBUUIJTTDFOFGSPN
CFIJOEUIFDBTUMFXBMM"UÜSTUHMBODFJUBQQFBSTUIBUUIF&OHMJTIXPPEDVUJT
BTJNQMJÜFEWFSTJPOPGUIFJNBHFGPVOEJO5SFQQFSFMTFEJUJPOBTJUEFQJDUT
fewer rocks in the foreground and the lines on the giants greaves are less 
intricate. Still, the rest of the image matches Trepperels so closelyfrom 
the detailed patterns on the armor to the stones of the castle and the exact 
TUBODFPGUIFÜHVSFTBOECPUIJNBHFTBSFTPEJġFSFOUGSPNJNBHFTUIBU
illustrate the same scene in other Mélusine editions that there must be a 
relationship between these woodcuts.
Colwell does not discuss this particular woodcut in detail, although she 
does note that it is listed by Edward Hodnett as appearing in at least three of 
de Wordes editions of the Chronicle of England, printed between 1515 and 
1528.36 She adds that it may have an alternative line of descent.37 I have 
examined various French Mélusine editions printed before Trepperels, but 
none of the surviving copies features this same woodcut. However, the same 
image does appear in the 1511 edition of (PEFġSPZ de Boulion, printed in 
Paris by Michel le Noir for Jean Petit, and in the 1522 edition of Antoine de 
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la Sales La Salade, again printed in Paris by Michel le Noir.38 Since Trep-
perel is known to have copied various images from le Noirs Mélusine edition 
of 1517and from the edition published by Michels son Philippe le Noir 
around 1525it is possible that the same image was used there, too.39 The 
Trepperel and le Noir printing families were connectedmost obviously 
through the marriage of Michel and Jeanne, the sister of Jean I Trepperel
and in some cases even worked together.40 In all likelihood, it would not have 
CFFOEJĤDVMUGPS+FBO**UPPCUBJOFJUIFSUIFPSJHJOBMXPPECMPDLTVTFECZ
Michel le Noir or for him to have copies made. Still, these various editions 
postdate the date usually given to the English fragments, so we may wonder 
if there is an even earlier source.
It is also not clear whether this image was originally designed to illustrate 
a scene from the Mélusine romance or if it simply found its way into these 
various editions because it could be used as a generic illustration of a one-to-
one combat scene. Certainly, one feature particular to this romance has been 
PCTDVSFEIFSFCFDBVTFUIFWJTPSPO(FġSBZTIFMNFUJTEPXOXFDBOOPUTFF
his characteristic great tooth sticking out from his bottom lip. This tooth is a 
NPOTUSPVTUPLFOUIBU(FġSBZJOIFSJUFEGSPNIJTNPUIFSBOEXIFOFWFSXF
see him depicted in the French incunabula, the tooth typically functions as 
an identifying marker.41*OUIJTXPPEDVUIPXFWFSUIFÜHVSFUIBUTVQQPT-
FEMZSFQSFTFOUT(FġSBZJTSBUIFSOPOEFTDSJQUTPPOFDPVMEJNBHJOFUIBUUIJT
LOJHIUJOGVMMBSNPSDPVMETUBOEJOGPSBIPTUPGEJġFSFOUDIBSBDUFSTGSPN
EJġFSFOUUFYUT*UBQQFBSTUIBUMF/PJSTBXUIJTQPUFOUJBMUPPJOIJT(PEFġSPZ 
edition, the image represents the battle between the swan knight Helias 
and the count of Frankfurt, while in La Salade it accompanies an exemplum 
on military strategy taken from Simon de Hesdins translation of Valerius 
.BYJNVT4JODFJUJTRVJUFDPNNPOUPÜOE(FPġSPZEFQJDUFEXJUIIJTMBSHF
tooth in the images of the early French Mélusine editions, it is entirely pos-
TJCMFFWFOMJLFMZUIBUUIJTJNBHFXBTEFTJHOFEGPSBEJġFSFOUUFYU42
It is clear, then, that the English Melusyne woodcuts are derived from a 
NJYPGEJġFSFOUTPVSDFTXIJDIXPVMECFJOMJOFXJUIEF8PSEFTVTVBMmodus 
operandi. It is also evident that the images rely heavily on French models, 
which, again, is quite common for de Worde. It has often been noted that 
he seems to have been particularly keen to copy illustrations from editions 
published by the notable printer and bookseller Antoine Vérard, but many 
of de Wordes books also feature images copied after woodcuts in French 
editions published by other printersincluding Martin and Matthias Husz, 
le Noir, and Trepperel. Moreover, de Worde was not the only printer to make 
use of French image models: for instance, his main competitor, Richard 
Pynson, also regularly relied on woodcuts from French editions for the il-
lustrations in his publications. As such, the Melusyne woodcuts provide yet 
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more evidence that the history of woodcuts in English editions is intertwined 
with the history of wood engraving in a French context.43 
However, some of the images discussed here also illustrate that, just as 
early English printing relied heavily on French models, early French printing 
in turn often relied on German models. In the case of the Mélusine romance, 
JUXBTVOEPVCUFEMZUIFHSFBUTVDDFTTPGUIFÜSTUFEJUJPOTPGUIF(FSNBO
translation that led to the printing of a French version, and the early printers 
working in Paris and Lyonmany of whom came from German-speaking 
regions themselvesthen looked to earlier German image models when 
illustrating their books. The French editions contributed even more to the 
popularity of this romance, so much so that it was then further translated 
into Castilian, Dutch, and English.445IFJMMVTUSBUPSTPGUIFTFEJġFSFOUWFS-
sions also looked to earlier modelsin this case both French and German 
exemplars. So, when we talk about de Worde copying existing woodcuts to 
illustrate his Melusyne edition, it is important to realize that this is all part 
of a larger process of copying and recycling, which happened on an inter-
national scale.
The downside of this constant image reuse and recycling is that it makes 
GPSBSBUIFSDPNQMJDBUFEXFCPGDPOOFDUJPOTBOETPJUDBOCFEJĤDVMUUP
trace these iconographical links. This is especially true for those editions, 
such as the prose MelusyneXIFSFUIFXPPEDVUTBSFEFSJWFEGSPNEJġFSFOU
sources. Of course, this makes it all the more important to determine whether 
the only surviving copy of Martin Huszs edition was indeed bound by the 
Caxton binder, and if and when it might have been found in a London (or 
8FTUNJOTUFS 
XPSLTIPQ0OMZCZQVUUJOHUPHFUIFSUIFEJġFSFOUTDSBQTPG
evidencenot just typographical and iconographical links, but also the 
known connections between printers, binders, and booksellerscan we 
come closer to solving the mystery of the English printed Melusyne fragments 
and to pinpointing their exact source. My intention here has been to bring 
forward various additional clues that may in the future allow us to do just 
that. Most of all, though, I hope that this discussion has shown that it pays 
to look at the wider, European legacy of a printed text, especially consider-
ing that printing at this stage was not necessarily bound by conventional 
geographic or linguistic boundaries, and there was a constant movement of 
texts, materials, and people. Such a broader view reveals further evidence 
of the relationship between English and continental book production and 
trade, uncovering crucial cross-cultural links which are so easily overlooked 
when we focus only on the local context.
University of York
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